**INFO & SYSTEM STATUS**

- View information on:
  - Version
  - System
  - Maximum FPS
  - Card
  - USB
  - Network
  - Lens
  - User button
  - EXT sync
  - Export HW info file
  - Export logfiles
  - Export update logfiles

**HOME**

- **FPS**
  - Set sensor speed (0.750 - 200.000fps) 24.000fps add/delete value
  - SOI
    - Link to MENU > Monitoring > SOI
  - FPS INFO
    - Auto maximal frame rates for sensor, codec and media

- **TC**
  - View timecode
  - Set sensor speed
  - Add/delete value

- **SHUTTER**
  - Set exposure time/shutter angle
  - Add/delete value

- **EI**
  - Set exposure index (160 - 3200ASA; 800ASA)

- **IRIS**
  - View current iris setting (LDS lens required)

- **SWITCH UNIT**
  - Change to shutter angle/exposure time display

**LOOK**

- **EI**
  - Set exposure index (160 - 3200ASA; 800ASA)

- **IRIS**
  - View current iris setting (LDS lens required)

- **SWITCH UNIT**
  - Change to shutter angle/exposure time display

**WB**

- Set white balance (2.000 - 11.000K; +/-16.0CC)
  - Add/delete/process values; press wheel to confirm

**LOOK CONFIG**

- Recording processing (Log C, Look)
- EVF/Monitor processing (Log C, Look)
- SDI 1/2 processing (Log C, Look)
- SDI 1/2 color space (REC 709, REC 2020)

**LOOK PARAMETER**

- Detailed view of CDL and Video Look Parameter values, can be edited (only work on a copied look or use a custom look)